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A fat man stands upon a bridge. A runaway train
is about to pass under the bridge and kill five
people who are tied to the tracks half a mile down
the line. You stand behind the fat man and could
push him in front of the train. He is so fat that the
train will definitely stop before it hits the people.
Pushing him will save five lives but he will not
survive. Do you do it?1

Imagine if a research ethics committee (REC) was
asked to grant permission for a study actually setting up
this experiment in real life to investigate whether people
would push the man. They would never approve such a
study because it would involve the deaths of partici-
pants. But experiments like this are used all the time—as
thought experiments. Unlike clinical trials, or psycho-
logical studies, or even qualitative interviews and sur-
veys, thought experiments do not require ethical approv-
al. But do their participants not deserve protection too?
Thought experiments are published in theoretical re-
search articles as well as being used in experimental
philosophy research where members of the public are
asked to consider such scenarios. As such, the examples
used in such experiments could have unethical effects.

If a REC was reviewing the scenario above, even in
the context of a thought experiment, one can imagine
some of the comments made by members (this is itself a
thought experiment, of course: we assume that the re-
searcher attends the meeting, as is normal for NHS
ethics committees). The first comment is: BWhy does
he need to be fat? That’s offensive to overweight and
obese people. This inclusion criterion is arbitrary.^ The
researcher replies that it’s not intended to be offensive,
but only a large heavy mass will stop the train so the
parameters of the thought experiment require that he be
fat. Another member of the committees says Bbut it
doesn’t have to be a fat person, it just has to be a person!
Any train driver would stop immediately if he hits
someone.^ To this the researcher replies that it’s not a
passenger train but a runaway goods train, thereby an-
swering the next question which was going to be about
the risk to passengers if the train derailed. In response
the chair points out that the type of train and the fact that
it doesn’t carry passengers should be specified in the
protocol.

A lay member of the committee is less concerned
about the fat man (thinking though not saying Bmust eat
too much junk food, probably not long to live anyway^)
but very concerned about the five people tied to the
tracks. How were the five people selected? When the
researcher (a philosopher) tries to explain that that’s not
relevant to the experiment the lay member becomes
irate. BOf course it’s relevant! What if they’re all mur-
derers? Maybe then you shouldn’t push the differently
sized gentleman!^ The researcher replies that we must
assume that they are all innocent people alike in all
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relevant respects. The statistician asks whether it’s really
necessary to have five people when two would be suf-
ficient to make the point. The philosopher sniffily sug-
gests that the REC isn’t meant to comment on design
issues, only ethical ones, to which the chair replies that
bad design is itself an ethical issue—all the more so
when participants’ lives are at risk from a speeding train
and including more could be superfluous. The research-
er replies that five was chosen because one on one
wouldn’t be enough and ten would be extravagant.
The chair agrees, pointing out that the Declaration of
Hellsinkhole (named after the location of an infamous
thought experiment involving demons and an unfortu-
nate geological accident) stipulates that no more people
should be sacrificed in a thought experiment than is
strictly necessary for philosophical power. Another lay
member reminds the applicant that research should be of
societal relevance and he doesn’t see any in this exper-
iment. The researcher replies that it’s important to know
the circumstances under which it’s deemed acceptable to
kill one person to save many. The chair says BI wonder
that a lot chairing this committee.^

On balance, the committee decides to approve the
thought experiment because the benefits to science and

to those asked to think about it (in terms of clarifying
moral principles) outweigh the potential harms to the
fictional participants. The chair moves on to the next
research proposal. It concerns connecting a kidnapped
person to an unconscious violinist with kidney failure
for the purpose of dialysis (for the purposes of a thought
experiment about abortion)(Foot 1978).
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